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contacted Durrie's -office and wa$
informed that the senato.-s WQUld
not be plticed on the. agenda but
would be referred to the Campus.
Planning Committee,
T.he secretary was also
informed that this decisio.n ·came
after· Durrie consulted with
Cheste.r Trav.elstead, vice pre!iident
for a«:ademie affairs and ading
'UNM president . in Heady's
absence.
.'
.
Louis Tempkin, .one of the
senators involved, said this was
contrary to what he had been told
by Heady. · :
;.
uThe thing I objec~
in thil~ ·
case," Tempkin said, "is ~hat the
administration is acting ·as· a
barrier to P\lr pre~nting opinions
to the Regents."
-The $enate resolution calls nn
the Regents to create ''a
faculty·s tude n t-s taff and
administrative committee to
establi;,h long, range planning for
solving th~ p~nking problem/:. ·
The resolution. also mentions a
bill pending in the state legislatllte
· which would channel . the funds
from campus .parking · violations
into the University.
'
Present legislation bas the
moneY from violations turned
over to the City or Albuquerque.
Tempkin said the senators did
not want to" be .-eferred to the
. planning committee. as the
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Photo by R · uso.n
Chester Travelstead, vice president for academic affairs, addresses a group of students yesterday in the
Kiva before the faculty passed the re·establishment of entrance requirements. , ._
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Tempkin said that the point of
By MA~lTA McKENNA
minorities and of the entire
students having ·.access t<? _the
The'UNM faculty yesterdlly, in working class to be provid(Jd a
R_eg~~t~. w_as ext~~sively a st_anding room onlY c:row,d ..._tirtit~.education. U tl)e pUblic
que~.bone.d. bY. -m~bl. ~of .t.he .. ·pa-ssed ·ther· re•es~hli'Bh:ment ·ur . schoor~rJia~e Failed Hum we must
Legaslatave Universaty Studaes • .
.f.
-~
.·
..
a"
· .
. .· .. • . '
.•
requ•reme~.a.:»
.comm1
. ·t· t·ee (Lus·C) 1as t. ·se...
...es t·.er.. specJ.
th . t ac.
. ..en11rance_
d'
·t·.
d • . not _bury the
· ·problem
·
·· by_ d_ enym_g_
d
a . were
u;con anue
•n admission to those already har est
•
·
1
1969~70.
.
hit by poor edueation.'' they said.
·tAd· ·_g1r :::~ Ptt od£ d''cetolncefl n_edd__
Several stu_ dents contended the '
s u ent.s
a en e
ae c oae
.• .
.t
d' · · t
f ~t b t
· · 11· · ·d t · .· t v
reqUJremen
S Were IIK!rtmtna ory,
0
5
· mee me; . u were a owe
a.r . but a call to vote on the motion
b~. a faculty vote.
s.tude?t . did not allow students or faculty
sa•d he thought brJ!'-'gmg . m to voiec thcit opinions.
requirements would brmg back
· · ·· ·
The 1975·76 ASUNM annual '
Last· year ORCA received
The subject rl!quiremen.ts will
budget rec~ived its $4700, this year Gonzales elitism into higher education,"
The
Coalitio.n
for
Quality·
not
go into effect until the fall
tecommendations from ASUNM recommended $2771. Last year
President Gil' Gonzales and the IMRB received $4800, this year ·Education said that it was "the semester of tlie 1977•78 school
democratic right of all oppressed year to allow New Mexi~o high
S~nate Finance Committee and
Gonzales recommended $7500.
will be referred to the Senate for
(Continued on page 5)
consideration tonight.
~.
c~

Recommendation For
'75-'76 Budget· Told

,?"?

,_,,arfies

to~~::~i:g:!~:::~~a":io~sr ~t~ ~Dean.

19 7 4 • 7 5 and Gonzales'
recommendations; three groups

~~e~k~r~' w:;~i·~~!~, t~~w~:unp~.

Weaver Disnutes
r"
::II
OfDronninn
·ChicanO B.·nrollment
1""1'
•

<·

.

•

higher (General Governmental and
the LOBO) and two groups the
·
· Chicano student eJtrolfml!nt at UNM in recent
same (:Cultural Program and
years has eqtered a "stelldY state" on . the main'
Union Business Office).
•
campus and has increased for the total University
What the organizations werl}
when the .branch campuses are included, Robert
funded last Year and what
Weaver, UNM's dean of admission.<; and records, said
Gonzales recommended are as
yesterday.
.
.
.
f o 1.1 QW s: K U NM 197 4·'7 5,
Weaver's statement came on the heels Of«lriticism
$4 6, 3 6 9, ,reco.mmcndation,
. by UNM's Chicano Studies coordinator Antonio
$4 5, 5 81; LOBO 1974·75, "'
· .: r.fondragon that the . Oniversity's Chicano
$ 3 2, 6 9 9, recomm.en dation,
· ,. ; enrolhnent has dipped since 1971,
$35,000; Cultural Committee.
; ~ Mondragon, in :t news conferencdast week, Used
1 9 '1. 4 • 7 5 $ 3 0 .1 0 0 0 ,
, statistics gathered by UNM's Office of Institutional
recommendation, $30,000;
Research from documents ~ompleted ·by students
General Governmental, $29,564,
for the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
recommendation, '$35,986;
Welfare.
CHnical Law Program· 1974.:75,
.
Weaver said today th,Rt those statistics werfi
$24; 500, recommendation!
unreliable because so many students do not respond
$9.,693; Speakers Committee
· • to questions.about ethnicit}'. . .
. _ . ·.
_·
1 9 7 4 • 7 5 f · $ 2 0 , 3 5 O·,
. "For example," Weaver said, "for the current
recommendation, $13,7.00. Tht:!
·.semester 19,093 students are registered ott the main
I! ,
Unlon Business Office re¢eiVed
. Amohg these, a tollil of 4~319 repc:nted no
$17,000 last Year but receiy'ls an
data whatsoeVE!r. That's 22.9 per cent of the
j
au tom a tic . pertlentage of the
student body on rna: in campus." ,
l '
i '
budget
as
they
are.
charged
with
The admissions dean .also noted that the HEW
{·"'
the,handling of all ASUNM funds.
figure cited~2812\ Chicanos in 1971 and 2589. for
Ot the next top eight
the fall of 1974.,...covered the main campus only.
I
... organizations funded. by ASUNM
There w~s no UNM Northern Branch in Espanola in
I
the biggest changes were in thE!
1971.
.
'
Office or Research and Consumer
pY Rick
. 'A nhand count" of Spanishwsurnarned students
Aflairs _(ORCA)· and the . . ···• ···.····
Robert vt_'e~~ers<Jt~,yesdtetday,enrolled in the fall.of 1974 at the Albuquerque
lntra·Mural and Re~reation Board
Chtcarto enrollment at UNM IS steady an may campus showed a total of 3601 or 18.5 pet cent of
, ..... ·.•.... even. be slightly incteasing.
. .. ' . • . . . . . . • .
(Continuf!d on pagtt 6)
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schools a chance to alter their
curriculums.
.The rf!quircments · ·atat~ t\lat
entering trcshmen tntist lake a
minimum of 15 units, successfully
completing 11 of the following:
-'rhr~c units of Englisli
-Two units of J)atural sciences,
one unit o£ which mUst be in
biology, chemistry or physics
-Two units .o£ mathematics
with the minimum requirement
being one unit each or algebra and
geometry or two units of algebra
--Two units o£ a language· other
than English
1
The remaining four units would
spread over a wide range o£
subjects.
·
A motion by Assistant Dean of
Nursing Charlotte Gale that the
language requirements be removed
was defeated.
The separation or the College
or Agriculture £rom the Fine Arts
Department establishing a school
o£ Architecture and Planning was
also approved by the £acuity.
Oon Schlegel, chairman or the
Archite'cture Department said
such a department '!could be
more service .to the community
utilizing research and applied
resaarch relative to the physil::al
environment. and tlie
.commutdty." The decision will go
into ef£ec::t July 1, 1975 and will
·allow for Ute changing and
expattding of current programs in
· Architecture.
A graduate center designed
Accommodate ·federal and state
employees was also approved. The
center would be funded by the
state through a .bill now before
the legislature artd would offer
·graduate . program~· in areas
including Business and
Admin.istration. All programs
would he subject to UNM
departmel)tal as well a;, giaduate
committe~ approval .
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Separation Approved
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Secretary John purrie
By ORLANDO MEDINA
Due to an alleged contYadiction
. in the ·-uNM ~administrati~m,
several ASUNM :;enators were
denied the right to be "placed on
the Mareh 18 agenda of the
Regents meeting. · • ·
ThP. ASUNM Senate set up an
ad hdc committee 'to investigate
the parking problems on campus
and the result was senate passage
of a resolution condemning' the
present parking situation.
·,
Several_ senatp'rs 3pproached
President Ferrel Heady and asked
that they be placed on the'
Regents' agenda, · Heady agreed
Jand l'efer.red .tlte .renators ·.to UNM
&cretary John Durrie.
Later .th·e Senate Secretary
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Cambodi'anAi'dPasses
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WASHINGTON (IJPI)-A l;len~tc ~~~b~ommittee
§ •rucsday vorod· 4 to 3 to provide .'jH25 million in'
;;; emergency military aid to Cam~odia,
. ··, '
Th!! vow came as Defen~e Secretary James
0
~ ·Schlesinger said the military situation in C&mbotUu
..., is grim, but hope still e>~ists and ''the fall of Phnom
P> Penh. is not imminent."
.
~
W1th a, Hous.e su~co~m1ttee npparc.n,tly.
~ dea~locke~ over Ca~bodlan.ald, the Senaw l"orptgn
•il Ass1stanc<1 Subcom~,P~ttee reJC!ltlld. P~esid.ent'·~?i'd's
" ~''!quest fot an ~dd1t10nal $222 mlllton ~~ }n1ht~ry
~ a1d ~or O,ambodla, but accePt'ld an admm1stri/.hOn
il: compro!lllse proposal ~or less t~an half that amount.
~. .
S~bcommittce Cha1rma.n Hubed H. Humpnrey,
•.D•Mmn.., who vorod agamst the measure, said it
C'l
would ''only prol~ng thl',.killing.''
.
'
~ · .T.hw .subcommltroe. also approved some $90
If m1lhon 1,n food and othe~ <~conomic ~ssistance for
Cambodlllo .
..
.
·
Sen. Frank !;hurch, D·ldaho, who also opposed

World

the military 11id measure, said;
'"l'he government in Caml,>odia lucks th~
sufficient support or· tho p~ople, Everyone
11cknowledg~d it to be corrupt-a prisoMr of its own
9apit~J!, swrounde'cl by its people who want to bring •
1t doWn,''
'l'he military aid that would be provided under
the l~ill, whi.ch ~ow g0 es before the Jull Foreign
RelatiOns· Comnuttce, would o;:omc fl·om military
·stocks·held by the Defense Department.
Humphrey said he would ask. President Ford to
appeal to the United Nations· to negotiate a
ccase·firc, dispat!!h ·observers to Cambodia to
discoutage a bloodbath, and rally potential
providers 0 £ humanitarian assistance
. Talking with 'Wllite Hous<1 ;eport~rs after meeting
with Ford Schlesinger said the administration still
h 0 pes C~ngress 'will, approve $222 million in
cmeq(ency militarY aid for Cambodia despite
widespread Capitol Hill opposition.

News
By United J>rcss Intcr•tational

Angry mobs ·or left-wing
extremists poured into the streets
of Lisbon and other Portuguese
cities Tuesday night shouting
"Death to the fascists!" Heavily
armed troops rushed to the U..S.
embassy and sealed off all streets
leading to it.
Brig, Owlo Saravio de Carvalho,
head of the military security
forces, indicat«id that the
government co~d no ~n~r
guarantee the safety of U.S;
Aml)as.•ador Frank Ca~lucci.

, !I'hc government announced it
had cJ:ushed tl1e revolt, apparently
led hy former ~resident Antonio
de Spinola, and said Spinola had
fled 'to Spain and that other
leaders of the revolt were in
hiding,
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• Tho Now lllcxlco Dnily Lobo lo pub.
·hshed Monday U\rough . Friday every.
regular_. wcl!k Gf the tJniversitY .year
nt1d weekly during the summer seSsion
by t'he Boord ·ot Student.Pubti~ations of
the University ol New Mexico, aild_ JS
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S.ccond .diiSs .IJOstoce paid at Albt.lquer•
que, ,N(!W Mex:l~o _87131. subseritltiort
rrttl! •s· $10.00_tor tht1 Mtuleh1ii! year.
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The Ql>inibna exptessed_ on the ~di·
DniJy Lobo· _Bra

(dt !al tJngeA ot The
th~~ _of· :the author

sOlely._ Unsi~trted
o1u»•on Is that _or the ttditorlal board
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing vrinlcd in
The .Daily .Lobo beteSilarlly rel}rcients

the ,views ·of the UniVerSity: of .t-leW
.MexuUJo •
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'Weird Harold' Donates Books
I

i

!

Glacier Breaks Free
LONG BE~CH, Calif.--The icebreaker Glacier, crippled and
threatened w1th !light months frozen imprisonment in the
Antarctic, rammed her way through 35-foot ice to safety early
Tuesday,
. The Coast Gua~d said the 8,600-ton Glacier, the largest
1cebreaker the URJted States has, won its race against the
ap_Pr?achi~g A~tarcti~ winter which had threatened to keep the
sh1p m af! ICY gnp until next November-springtime at the bottom
of the world.

The national televis.ion called
on the peo'ple to round up the
government opponents and
broadcast the locations ·of all
prominent moderate and

i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
'

Air Force ROTC.•.The college··

'

WASHINGTON (UP I)-The
State Department Tuesday denied
that the United States was
involved in any way in the
thwarted coup in .Lisbon.
State Department spokesman
Robert L. Funsetb responded to
neWs reports that Portuguese
Chief of Security Forces Brig.
Gen. Qtelo De Carvalho had
hinted that the United States was.
involved in Ute attempted coup.
According to the reports,
Carvalho told Portuguese
reporters U.S. Ambassador Frank
Carlucci had "better leave" after
what had happened ••
Carvalho was reported to have
added that he couid not guarantee
Carlucci's safety.
·
Funseth said be "categorically
dettied" that either the embassy
or the. U.S. government was
involved in the .attempted coup.
He said the United States had had
no advance . knowledge that Ute
coup was to be attempted.

WASHINGTON-The Senate voted ovenvhelmingly Tuesday to
let farmers, ranchers and other land ownero l;>ar the strip mining
of govemmcnt·owned coal underlying their lands.
By a vote of 77 to 16, the Senate rejected an amendment
offered by Sen. Dewey Bartlett, R-Oida .., to strike language
protecthig land owners from a pending strip mining bill.
·
A final vote on the bill itself was put off until Wednesday,
when it is expected to be passed by a heavy majority.

CHICAGO-Harold Rubin, 35, operator of Weird Harold's
adult bookstore, was fined $1,200 on an obscenity charge
Tuesday and ordered to donate 3,000 wholesome pocketbooks to
the Cook County JaiL
·
_
Circuit Court Judge Marvin E. Aspen passed sentence on Rubin
after he pleaded guilty to selling a pornographic magazine entitled
PriVate Issue C for $6 to a Chicago police investigator last July
30.
Rubin said he would be glad to make the donation of the
non·obscene literature to the prisoners. "There are those that are
less fortunate than my~lf," Harold said. "I feel that I have a
certain duty owed to them.''

No incident~ were reported at
the embassy, but a mob
numbering in lhe thousands
invaded the Lisbon hcadqua~'ters
of the Social Democrat Center
Party al\d burned it to thq ground.

US.Denies
.
Involvement

By LYNDA SPARBER
In an effort to publicize .Saturday's·demonstration, the ''Money for
Jobs, Not War" march coalition is sponsoring a free concert featuring
the band "Easy Street" today in the SUB Ballroom.
Coalition member Ed Newbold said the concert will last from noon
~ntil 3 p.m. with a possible break around 1:30 for labor songs and a
JUggler. Although the event is free, donations to help cover the facility
rental costs will be accepted.
Musicians for the fife and drum corp are stlll being recruited to help
lead the march from Yale Park to the mall at 3rd and Marquette.
Arthur Talamante of the Independent Student Workers Union's
Steering Committee encouraged union members to participate in the
march. "We will carry a banner to. identify ourselves during the
march •.. and ISWU members can fall in behind," he said.
The final agenda for the rally include an act performed by the Teatro
Coleclivo and a folk song session. Speakers at the rally will be:
-Joe Garner, organizer of city workers in 1969, UNM wo1•kers in
1973, and CWA presidential candidate~
-John. Redhouse, UNM student aclivist from the Coalition for
Navajo Liberation and associated with the National Indian Youth
Council. Redhouse was involved ht the recent occupation of the
Fairchild Plant in Shiprock.
-Israel Romero, who is currently fighting to regain the job he was
fired from when his union voted to strike last June. He is now financial
secretary of Steelworkers local 180 in Bayard.
-.Jack Nicholl, deported from South Vietnam this Janua~y for
demonstrating in front of the US Embassy. He is now editor of Focal
Point, the Indochina Peace Campaign newspappr and is a founding
member of Concerned Asian Scholars,
~Mary Chapella works with the Coalition for the Enforcement of a
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
The march coalition, on the "money for jobs" issue, cited the
statistics which show that Ber11alillo County has 30,000 people
unemployed and that Albuquerque's unemployment rntc is .5J>er cent
higher than the national average.

Senate Supports Ranchers' Rights

Right~Wing R~volfQue.ll~d.
. LISBON (UPl)-Right-wing
rebel forces l)ombed an army
barracks and paratroops seized
Lisbon's civilian airport Tuesday
in a short·lived revolt against the
leftist government •. The rebel
leaders fll!d the country and the
government. suggested that the
U.S. ambassador leave too.

'MoneyforJobs'Concert
In SUB Ballroom Today
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Some pe?ple mi&ht naed to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship
to enroll mthe A1r Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental
fees aren't enough ••. the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00
tax-free, in your Ju·n ior and se·n ior years, even if yo~ are not on scholarship.
.'
And flying l_essons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all.
Interested?
Contact University of New Mexico, Albuq'uerque,
Telephone: 277-4502.
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Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Editorial

What Debate7
The faculty yesterday voted to raisll' the admissions
requirements to the University and we feeHhat the esteemed
body not only acted too hastily, but blatantly refused to •
recognize those who carne prepared to speak against the measure.
We find their parliamentary maneuvers deplorable-especially
when they call themselves educators of the highest order in a
democratic institution, It seemed as though il handful of people
carefully calculated the way in which to push through the
measure before anyone had a chance to debate. Very smooth.
Very democratic.
We wonder whether those·who voted stopped to realize what
effect higher standards will have on high school students. A good
percentage of the schools in the state are not funded well enough
to provide the educational tools necessary tQ prepare for the kind
of university higher admission standards·will create. Sorne of the
high schools do not even have enough textbooks. New Mexico is a
poor state, and we doubt that three years will be enough tirne for
the secondary schools to find the proper funding to help prepare
prospective students.
More importantly, the faculty should be concerned with
education, pure and simple, and not with establishing rules that
will eliminate students the faculty deems ''inferior.'' The amount
of bulk knowledge one digests does not determine if one is a good
student. And yesterday's supposed faculty mandate was certainly
not the rnark of good educators.
Fortunately, the mandate can be rescinded. Before the new
admission policy is totally official, the Regents will have to
decide Cln its merits. We hope they will listen to those WhCI have
spoken on the obvious dangers of this policy. That's more than
can be said for those who should have debated the issue
yesterday.

;NO. THANKS- I'M TRYING TO GIVE IT UP.'

Higher Education And Consciousness
Editor:
and while it did not offer a precise UNM, I did find it provocative.
#

George Moore's (March 6)
"dogshlt" criticism of Allan Pope
left a lot to be desired.
I read Mr. Pope's editorial on
the meaning of higher education

Opinh,n.

Perhaps, Mr. Moore, a .little
thesis or a simple description like
"low admission requirements, that classical wisdom will get your
is, the abundance of inferior "grey matter" producing a little
protoplasm on campus," as the more in the way· of reflective
essence of the problem here. at energy. The word education
cornes. frorn the Latin root
educare which rneans to lead out.
The purpose of education"higher" included-is to help the
individual discover and cultivate
his potentialities so· that they
'emerge
in a healthy and
of tighter admission requirements;
fourth, better ~ :onors programs;. competent personality structure.
Higher education today is rnost
and last tighter graduation
often
in the business of
requirements. Without the
establishment of a juhior college constricting consciousness in the
system, rnany students who left forrn of disciplines and promoting
school will be ignored. As such, I antagonism in the forrn of
strongly object to the faculty's interdepartmental rivalry. The
result of this is non-education and
neglect of student input.
insecure individuals.. The rare
exceptions to these are people
who rnake the tirne and effort "to
lead out" on their own. Good
luck, Mr. Moore.
.
· Robert Behrendt

.Faculty Ignored Vital Student Input
to a discussion of the
requirements, a motion was rnade
and passed to vote immediately
without any debate. This is
illustrative of the lack of student
input in key faculty decisions that
the Lobo editorial of 3/10/75
deplored.
As the senate representative to
the facultY, I was intending to
speak on a five step process to get
quality education at UNM which
myself and several other senators
favor: first, the establishment of a
junior college; second, better
tutorial programs; third; adoption

By LOUIS TEMPKIN
ASUNM Senator
The faculty yesterday
afternoon shoved through a
motion approving the proposed
admissions req uirernent's.
Regardless of the fact that I arn
personally qpposed to the
admission requirements, I believe
the conduct of the faculty was
disgraceful. At a tirne when the
faculty was considering what the
definition of a student should be,
they ignored the rnany students in
the audience who had corne to
speak. And when they finally got

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Billy Graham

Crusade
Editor:
I carne very close to VCirnitin~
wh~n I saw an ad for the New
Mexico Billy Graham Crusade in
last Friday's Lobo.
Please keep in mind that
a Ithough all the seats in the
UniversitY Arena will be free for
this crusade, Graham will not be
evangelizing for free.

YOU

k/HAT?!
I

.Editorial· D
Unsigned editorials rcpr

ity OP.irtion· ot the Oat:...
All dtiicr colurnns. -t:artoons u....
. reprc.scrtt the opinion of the auu..... _~
and do- not necessarily reflect the views
of the starr.

Editor-in·Chief'

Managing Editor

News Editor

Michael Minturn

Scott Eaton

Orlando Medina

Proof Reader

Sports Editor

Rodger Friedman

Del Jones

Arts & Media
·

Copy Editor
Dan Williams

··Photo Editor •
Michael Gandert

-·~ .

Jon Bowman·
Business Manager
Harry. Chapman

If you should go to the New
Mexico Billy Graham Crusade
{God forbid), just remember that
Graham is doing rnore. than
preaching the word ofthe gospel.
He is using religion as a rneans by
whlch to make himself a sizable
amount of rnoney.
Alan Spurious

lri\
i

' .

(
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Disputes Ice Age Idea
NM Daily LOBO Editors and Readers:
I assume m<;>st of the studentR and teachers on campus read each
S~nday 's AI buq ~erq Qe Journal. In order to ease newspape1· renders •
mmds, I sh?ul~ hke to comment on reports issued by climatologists and
of th? sc1en~~sts. constituting the National Academy of Sciences
regardmg ~he . ommous c~anges_h> the.world's weather." That is to s;~y,
the Assoc1at1>d PreS!> arlJcle prmted m the Journal March 2 entitled
"Does World Face Another Ice Age?" is fallacious 'in several respects.
Four areas follows. (The Qorrections are explained below.)
(1, False) Climatologists claim that "In the last decade, the Arctic ice
and sn?w cap has expanded ,12 per cent." (2, False) "The most drastic
potential change considered 1n the Academy report is m~ abrupt end to
the presen~ intergla~ial period:" (3, False) Climatologists say that ''an
Ice Age gnppeu much of the.Northern He!IIiSphere before retreating
10,000 years n~o·". (4, Semi.•false) Moreover, climatologists speak of "a
gradual expans1011 m recent years of the so·called circumpolar vortex "
11nd "Widening of this vortex has b~en the prime cause of Afric;'s
drouth."
Now (1, Tru'e) Beca\lse it Was paintstakingly prescribed that there be
a_ specific. amount of water on the s\lrface of the globe, there can at no
tJme be more or less, In Proverbs 8, Wisdom says: "He gave the sea its
decree that the waters should not pass his commandment." For this
reason, there's an interrelationship between tll<l amount of ice in the
world and the level of the oceans. As an example when 11n ice cap
·
~
melts, the oceanlevel.is raised.
In 'turn, the ice of a glacial period can only begin to develop where a
surface temperature is reduced below a certain critical value. Yet ice
~oes not form continu.ously at each pole location. Here's why. Once an
1ce cap has started building, by increased precipitation-while the Sun
vaporizes oce.an water. into the atmosphere and simultaneously low11rs
the ocean level, it will stop when the ocean has .cooled so much that
there's insufficient vaporization to affQrdmore .snow. It rarely snows in
the Arctic, the Antarctic, or in the tundra or taiga of Siberia.
·
(2, True) Todl!Y we're in ll glacial period (Ice Age) wherein the total
ice in the world is at its maximum and the ocean level .is at its lowest.
However, since the north pole (th'e south pole, too, of course) is moving
~bo~t 160,020: centimeters (63 thousand inches) a year, the volume of
1ce m the Arct1c has decreased considerably in recent years. In addition,
Arctic temperatures rose 3.5 degrees fahrenheit between 1885 and
1940. (I agree with the climatologists on one point-the one degree
cooling of temperature within the last thirty years would be dlle to the
filth of pollution.)
(3, True) Based upon considerable geological evidence, the last
European-Scandinavian Ice Age was of very short duration, measured-in
the· thousands and not tens of thousands of years. Indeed numerous
glaciers in the Alps are calculated to he no more than f~ur to five
thousand years old.
In addition, the LOndon to Moscow ice would have been of the
Pleistocene,, Epoch over one million years ago·. Another way of
separating th'! Pleistocene ice from the ice which began about the year
3111 B.C. is by investigating archeology and history. Since Stonehenge
in England· is dated at ubot~t 2000 B. C., it indicates that London and
England were free of ice both before and after 3111 B.C.
Carthaginians of Africa imported British tin from the unfrozen island
in 268 B.C.; whereas, no doubt due to the ice, there is no Scandinavian
trade or history until the Si"th Century A.D. A few other clues to
dating the ice can be deduced from maps. A Second Century A.D. map
of the known world shows Britain, Ireland, and Dentnark but not
Norway or Sweden or Finland,
In 'bonelusion, the mystery of the decade-why there are droughts in
some nations, floods in others, a_nd dwindling snowfall in snowmobile
states of the U.S. A.-can be explained by a new. understanding of
Johannes Kepler and Nicolaus Copernicus' "twisted garland"
statements. ( 4, True) The movement of the poles, thus the relocation of
the circumpolar vortexes-the high altitude winds revolving around the
poJe·s from west to east7change the world's atmospheric circulation and
precipitation, not to mention glacial and interglacial periods.
Yours in research,
Rose Mary Cafferty
Th_c final planning meeting for the

~'Make

Jobs, Not Wari' demonstration

will be held Wednesday at 5 .p.m. in

Room 231-D of the SUB.

The AJbq·. Boycott Cornm. meets
Thursday at
Studies.

7:a·o

p.m. in Chicano

"What does th~· phrase 'the death of
God' mean to the philosophers a-nd
theologians who use it?" will be the
topic of a philosophy discussion
Friday~ Match 14 in Room 518 of' the
1-lumanities Bldg. at 3:30p.m.

'75·'76 Budget ... ·
(Continu"d fmm page 1)

The recommendations from the
Senate Finance Committee were
Unavailable.
Included in the budget this year
is the Thunderbird Literary
Magazine which was deleted last
year but subsequently funded by
the Senate this semester,
The Senate will receive the
recommendations. from the
president and Hs Finance
Committee and vote on what
amount will be placed on the
sprilll( bal.J.oJ.

Covered
'Wrago.n
Makers oi-Hond Mode Indian Jew• fry
OLD TOWN

. Previous Senate hearings onthe
bUdget have .resulted in lengthy
debates most often lasting late. ·
Students will vote on the balfot
fig tt res, .re re rendums and
candidates in the April election.

- Footballs
B Basketballs
Basebalfs Softballs
Tenni13 Balls-Volleyballs
A Soccor Balls -"-- Golf B<!lfs

L
L

s

PEDAL 'N SPOKE
3025 Central' Ave. NE
(By ihe Lobo Theatre)
256-9893 .

American St.SeeksNew Status

By DIANE ROSS
.
The American Studies PrObtrllm
is seeking departmental status in
the College of Arts and Sciences,
said Chayles Biehe!, acting djrect()r
of Amer1can Studu.>s.
The new constitution will be
presented at the \lpcoming Arts
and. Sciences faculty meeting,
scheduled for the week of Marllh
17 ·

.

"The move is more procedural
·than political," said Joel Jones,
former chairperson of American
Studie~ and assistant to the vice
president fot· academic affairs.
American Studies, originally an
interdisciplinary l'hD progt•am,
now offers an undergraduate
minor and has three full·time
faculty members with a
supportive staff of part-time
positions.
When Jones was first appointed
director, American Studies did
not have its own faculty, but
relied on the regula!~ departments
for courses and profesSO!'S, Jones·
received his tunure decision
through the English dep:u·tment,
which originally 1·an Lhe probtram.
He signed contracts for Charles
Biebel and Gwen Argersinger,
both assistant profeS!>oi'S h1
American Stlldies.
Argersinger is leaving UNM and
American Studies is now
conducting interviews for her
replacement, Biebel will be up for
tenure next fall, the first professor
at UNM to apply for tenure in
American Studies.

'·'We h;IVcn't experienced studies, a concentration in a
much tesistnl)ce," Jones said of specific aren of .American culture.
the proposal to become a UNM's revised mh>or follows the
depnrtm•mt, Pending approval by national tre.11d i.n. American
the A&S faculty, it will go to the Stu.dies ~o hndv_e a multi-cultural as
ge1un·al faculiy and then to we11 as mter 1sciplinary approach
Chester Travelstead, vice president said Marta Field, Amel'ican
for qcademic ,affaixs.
Studies secretary.
'rhe program is in a state o~
transition, Jones said,
Coursos 11nder Dean Wollman's
Replacement for Argersinger is scrutiny last semester are in the
being sought and n new dh·ector is process of being approved and
also neede\1,
made a permanent part of the
There were 90 applications UnlV!ll'sity's curriculum. All the
submil;tOJd for the direqtor's courses presented to Dean
positim\ a11d 160 applicants for Wollman for his approval paS!>cd,
the assistant professorship )3iehel except Ot\e course which is being
said.
·
'
~hocked for duplicatiJ>g material
Next fall, a revised minor will m another course. The CurriQllla
go into effect that will allow an Colnmittco is now considering the
emphasis in one of the athniOJ courses.
·

ERA Ratification Intact
0~ a vote of 29. to 12, the New Mexico State Senate voted yesterday
to lqll the resolu t10n to rescind st11.te ratification of the federal Equal
Rights Amendm;mt,
''In other words we've won," said. Melissa Noland, chairwoman of the
Women's Political Caucus, supporters of the En.A.
T~e bill for rescim;ion, sponsored by Sen. Bddle Barboa, D·:Uernalill4,
rece1ved a "do pass" recommendation from the Senate l'~tl:.lic Affairs
Committee, but after Barboa moved to accept the recommendation it
was killed on the Senate floor.
'
An identic111 bill in; tho House,. sponsored by Chris Lucero, also a
Democrat ft·om Bernahllo must go thmugli Uw same procedure as in Ute
Senate. It was heard by the House Ways und Means Committee and
given a five to. ~oro "do pa;;.~" t·ecommendation. Th,c bill will now go to
the House Jud1cmr:v Commttice for a hearing sometime this week.
Noland said she felt the chances of the House killing the bill are
good, but the ERA supporters are not going to slake off in their efforts
to sway House votes.
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Weaver Answers Mondragon· 'a
Charges On Falling Enrollment..
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freshmen among a total of 2240. That meant the
Chicqnos made up 2l p~r cent of the enterhtg
freshman class at Albuquerque .
The percentage of Chicano· entering freshmen
stood at 20 in 1972, 18 in 1973. and rose again to
20 per cent last fall when there' were 4 52 Chicano
entering freshmen among a total of 2242 students in
that category.

the stu(!ent body, Weavur said. That's 1100 more
th<~n. were indicated i.n the HEW fi!lures which tend•
to further make the HEW d!lia suspect, Weaver said.
I,ast fall, the number of students enrolled in the
Northern Branch-including classes in E~panola, Los
Alamos, . Pojoaque, Questa, • Penasco, and Tierra
Amarilla-totaled about 800. Of that number, about
one·third indicated they' wm·c of Chicano heritage
and another third made no response to the ethnic
question.

..:1
>.

•

eli

The statistics dealing with b~ginning freshmen are
based on ethnic data obtailled in connection with
American College Test (ACT) examinations. Weaver
believes it to be more !'cliablc than the HEW data
since n lower percentage of students fail to respond
to ethnic questions on the AC'r forms.

~

~

Chk;ano Studies coordinator Antonio Mondragon has criticized
UNM for: what he said has been a drop in Chicano enrollment since.

"NeveJ:theless," h~ said, "more than 16 per cent.
of the students using the ACT forms for enrollment
for the fall of 1974 did not provide any datu on
cthnicity,"
The taking of ethnic information from beginning
freshmen students was started h1 1970. The record
shows for that category-beginning freshmen-a
sizeable jump in Chicano enrollment between 1970
and '71 and a "steady state" thereafter on the
Albuquerque campus.
In 1970, Weaver said, there werl! 258 Chicanos
among- the 2378 entering freshmen, That was a
representation of 10 per cent.
In 1971, there were 492 Chicano entering

«rrherc is no doubt that the establishment of the
two branch colleges~in Gallup and Northern New
Mexico-have affected minority enrollment on the
main campus," Weaver said. "A spot check of key
high schools in the areas served by the branches
show a main campus enrollmen~ decline of 50 per
cent or more in graduates of those higlt schools after
the branches were opened.
"Of cou1-se, it is logical, expenses are a.bout half
as much for commuting students attending the
branches," Weaver said.
"From Lite statistical data I have quoted and from
the rc~;ruitment efforts the University is making,
there is no basis to believe that Chicano students are
not being sought and .enrolled at UNM," Weaver
said,
The Office. of Admissions and Records has five
professional staff members who serve as part·time
student recruiters, Weaver said. Elsewhere on
campus, there are at least eight other professional
staff members, all members of minority groups, who
also serve as part-time recruiters and admissions
counselors.
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---~--Another Continental Discount Fare:------.
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ECONOMY DISCOUNT FARE
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TO DALLAS/FORT WORTH
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You come out ahead
because we really move out tail.
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Monkeying Around. With Animals:'
Research ·In The Psychology Dept.

We're the only airline with Economy Discount Fares throughout our route system-:- a great way to save, just for skipping a
meal. Our Econ6my fare to Dallas/Fort Worth is only $53. And
we have plenty more:
DENVER
$ 35
SAVE$ 6
KANSAS CITY
$ 62
SAVE$ 9
SAN f='RANCISCO
$ 74
SAVE $10
CHICAGO
$ 89
SAVE$10
SAVE 'l;. 4
$ 26
ELPASO
'MIAMI
$126
SAVE $14
R~member too, a travel agent·costs you nothing .extra, so
call one for the good word on all our Discount Fares. Or tall us
at 842-8220; elsewhere in New Mexico, call (800) 525-6980
toll-free. At holiday time or any time, we can probably get you
where you live, for less.
. · ·
.
,·

Want to Sf!e the monkey? Somebody did last month when about 25
rhesus monkeys were released from their cages in the Psychology
Bldg.
.
The person who broke into the
Psychology Building's research
animal facility last month and
freed about 2 5 rhesus monkeys is
"lucky he didn't get killed," said
Dr. John Gluck, director of tbe
facility.
Gluck· said some of the
monkeys have a common virus
that is 100 per cent fatal if
transmitted to a human.
Researchers always wear
protective equipment when
handling th41 animals, he said.
Fortunately, damage to the
mollkeys was minimal, although
several required medical treatme11L
for injuries received from fighting.
Monkeys are not the only
animals used for research at UNM.
The Psychology Dept. is now
using animals for research .in five
areas. Dogs and cats are used for
e pi I e psy research, sensory
experimentation and recovery
from brain damage. Rodents and
pigeons are used for marijuana
and acquisition of knowledge
research. The monkeys are also
used for marijuana research and

for environmental effects on
behavior.
Dr. Dennis li'eeney, head of
psychological research in the
department, and the epilepsy
experimentation said the standard
method of observation is to
implant electrodes in the brains of
the animals and when they have a
seizure, they are anesthetized and
"hooked up" to a machine which
measures electrical activity in the
brain.
The animals used arc either
naturally epileptic or have been
given an injection .ln the. brain
which makes them epileptic. The
research involves electrically
stimulating certain sections of the
bl'ain, or lesi.oning (cutting out)
sections. The result is observed
when the animal has a seizure.
After experimentation lesioncd
animals are often eulhanized (put
to death) with an overdose of
barbituates, hut the other animals
with implanted electrodes are
.normal, healthy animals and are
kept until they die naturally.
In Gluck's monkey research,

some of the animals have been h~
observation for eight years. In the
marjjmma rese;u·ch, the monkeys
are given oral doses of 'l'liC, the
psychoactive in[!l'cdient il\
marijuana, .in "as low dose levels
as por,>ible," Gluck said. He noted
tha~ in some or the human
tesearch now, the doses ure higher
than those in animal1·esearch .
In the environmental research,
monkeys are raised in either u
deprived or an' enriched
environmm~t. and their behavior is
watched as th<iy btrow. Only now
are some of the l'esu!L~ becoming
noticablc.
Dr. Douglas Ferraro is in charge
of the marijuana rcscm·ch in Uw
dep~rtment, although Gluck and
Feeney are also using the drug in
theit fields. The effects of 'l'HC on
rats and pigeons is being ohsel'ved,
especially on stimuli response
experiments. There is a theory
thai 1'HC has an effect on the way
11nimals respond to val'ious
stimuli; the rats are being. given
small doses io see if this 'is true.
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After experimentation /esioned animals ;1re ofum put to death
with a barbituate OVf!rdose, but other animals with imp/anted
electrodes are normal and are kept until tl1ey die naturally.

As director of the facility,
Gluck is responsible for the care
of the animals, as provided in the
federal Animal Welfare Act. There
arc certain space requirements,
amount and types of feed,
physical plant requirements and
required federal inspections.
In addition to federal
inspections, there is a university
committee headed by Philip Day
of the Medical School charged
with inspections of the facility
and also a Psychology Dept.
inspection.
Gluck noted that some people
have questioned the right for
people to inflict uny type of
damage on !au oratory <tnimals 'for
the purpose of furthering
knowledge. He said, "All
psychologists trained to work
with animals arc also trained to
make decisions" necessary for
research.
n is difficult to make the
~ecisions, but ~s Gluck put, it,
Any psycholog1st· worth his salt
makes decisions," and they are
the ones who decide if what they
learn will be of enough benefit to
mankind to equal with the animal
goes through.

PEPINO'S ON CENTRAL
'

Presents

D.D.T. fro••• Chieago
Introductory Special with

Speeial Priees

All ldtt 1!l df(• r;ne WdY tJnd Include tax; airport ~ecuritv :-.mthifrttp t'.\tla.

We really move our Jail for you.
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Wo..r Economy Spurs lnfiQtion, Recession
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"T)le Permanent War Ecbnomy:
American Capitalism in
Decline"
lly Seymour Melman
Simon & Schuster, l9U

* • *

:;"'

By DAN' BUTLER
Economic
disasters are not acts
~
of
God.
They
result from hUman
0
actions ·and choices. ·Conditions
'>! like re·cession, depression or
~ inflation are consequences or
~
decisions made hy politicians who
cont-rol the budget, Much of the
re;tson
the U.S. economy is now
aO
in
such
a bad way is a thirty·year
g:,
over·commitment to the military.
~ 'l'hat translates into human terms
as I owedng civilian living
standards and damage ~to the
peacetime economy. And that
means unemployment, rising
prices, worsening conditions,
An eJ<ccllent new book called
THE PERMANENT WAR
ECONOMY eJ<plains some causes
of the economic troubles, and
stresses the ncec:l' for a partial

"

:*

conversion from military to
peacetime production to improve
t)le situation.
The Costs of War
From l946 to 1975, Melman
notes, our total military spending
(one and a half trillion qoJiars)
was more than the value of every
commercial and residential
structure in t)le country. We could
have rcbuil.t every home and store
and I~ctot')', if the politicians
hadn't spent it on the military,
'l'he U.S. maintains 340 major
military bases in 36 countries
around the ·world, and ·this is· a
major cause of trade deficits and
tile .. falling value of the dollar.
(Nobody should be fooled by an
attempt to make .OPEC oil a
scapegoat: costs of war and fleets
nnd military bases over 30 years
are utterly staggering eJ<penses; oil
is peanuts in comparison.) Cynics
should take note: in fighting to
contwl Vietnam we spent many
times ov(Jt What we could ever
hope to get bacll in profits,

BOREDWALK
!·
Concert; 'l'he bluegrass group
"Monroe Doctrine" will play at
the Coffeehouse this Friday at
8 p.m. The Coffeehouse is now
located in the old bookstore
location. Admission is $2 at the
door. •
Concert: Today there will be a
cot\cert at the SUll ballroom to
advertise the "Money for Jobs .
Not War'' demonstration
planned for Saturday. The
concert starts at noon, and
voluntary donations of 25 cents
will be accepted.
Concet·t·: The UNM Performance
Series will present the UN'M
0 rch es tra with Ma.r tin
Schoenfeld at Popejoy Hall
tomorrow at 2 p.m.
Concert: Another of the
Performance Sedes, this time
the UNM Glee Club at Keller
Hall, Monday, 8 pm.
Oottcert: The University of
Albuquerque music department
will present compositions by
John Donald Robb, U of A
Stage 2, 4 pm Sunday.
Concert: Student recital, John
Truitt, tonight, 8 pm, Keller
Hall.
.
Cotlcet•t: Student recital, Ann
Somerville, bassoon, Friday, 8
pm, Keller Hall.
Ci:mcert: Faculty recital, I<'loyd
Williams, clarinet, Saturday 8
pm, Keller Hall.
Concert: Student recital, Coral
Redman, flute, Sunday, 4 pm,
Keller Hall.
Concert: Student recital, William
.Robinson, voice, Tuesday, 8 _
pm, Keller Hall.
·
Poetry: Open poetry reading
sponsored by ASUNM·GSA,
Friday 7:30pm, Honors Center

Drama: Albuquerque Little
Theater presents Sal Minco in
"Luv," 8 pm each week night,
2 & S pm Sunday, thru March
20.
Drama: Cole Porter's "Anything
Goes" will be presented at
Rodey Theater at S:30 pm
starting tomorrow and running
thru March 20.
Drama: The Old Town Studio is
presenting Art Buchwald's
"Sheep oll the Runway"
tomorrow thru Friday at S pm:
Saturday at 6 & 9 pm; Sunday
at 2 pm,
Film.' "Stolen Kisses," today, 7 &
.9 pm, SUB.
Film: "The Bride Wore Black,"
tomorrow, 7 & 9 pm, SUB.
Film: "I Walked With a Zombie,"
Friday, 7, 9 & 11 SUB.
Film: "The Haunting," Saturday,
,7, 9 & 11, SUB.
Lecture: Phil Goodstein of the
Socialist Pal'ty USA wiii speak
on '''The Challenge of
Socialism" Tuesday, at 7 pm,
1•oom 250·A of the SUB.
Voluntary donations acc!lpted.

made )1ave been wrong. We have
over~pent on t)1e military,
meaning we ~hav<J 1lnderspent on
civilian life. 'l'he consequences are
beginning to show. Melman's
book concludes that we can ancl
must convert a substantial part of
the militaey·industliial complel< to
production of civilian goods. '
Trains and subways, mass transit,
schools and hospitals, are part of
what .should be produced instead
of the present bomb~rs, bases,
fleets, and missile installations.
Guns Or Butter
Resources are limited. We can
build either 5 dozen 2-bedroom
houses, or another Huey .•
helicopter; either a city subway
system, or another nuclear aircraft
·carrier, Will we spend $400
million on heart disease, or on
converting Polaris subs to MIRV
configuration? Should Hill-Burton
hospital construction funds be cut
$72 mmion, to finance one more
B1 Bomber? Should we pay
100,000 elementary school
teachers' salaries for a year, or
build a nuclear-powered aircraft
. carrier iristead? An over-developed
military is a gigantic economic
parasite.
The choices made in
Washington have been the wrong
ones, a11d we are paying for them
· in many ways. The proposed
military budget is now' over 100
billion dollars, It's time for
everyday people to get involved.
Here .in Albuqllerque, the march
for ''Jobs, Not War" this Saturday
· would be a good beginning.

resources and markets. This isn't beginning to outstrip American
Rea lpolitih-it's crafo<y and technology in many kinds of
wasteful.
civilian production. Railroads a.re
America11 workers' are now a practical example of neglect of
losing jobs in important peacetime the civilian sector, in the U.S.
industries because the Other countries have, wisely,
non-military sector of the funded this resource; now their
economy has deteriorated. trains are state·of·the·art,
Imports of transport equipment, sometimes traveling 250 mph,
c I e c t ric a I a p par at us and safely and economically; while
non·electrical machinery went up, . American railroads are literally
Melman notes, nearly 700% falling apar~. Instead of funding
between 1960 and 1970.. Th.is advanced rail technology or even
means joblessness for Americans. basic maintettance and expansion
The fedet'al govornment of this vital national resource,
subsidizes maintenance. and politicians have funded missiles,
improvement of physical plant in submal'incs and bombers, wllich
the military and aerospace fields, don't serve to transport raw
but non-military production has materials or m;mufactured goodt.
beet) neglected. Investments, and (Tell the farmer to ship his grain
talents of scientists, have been on a submarine. Let the cattlemen
drained off into the military. For try loading beef on a missile. It
el<am pie, most American doesn't work.)
metal·worlting machinery is well
The choices that have been
over 10 years old, but countries
like USSR, West Germany, and
Japan have invested in newer
equipment and higher
productivity. More American jobs
are lost, because our industries are
not able to compete with others.
for the office
Research and Development
Mistaken p1•iodties in Research
and Development (R&D) show
results only aftm· 10 or 20 years.
It is estimated that only 5% of
military R&D has practical civilian
applications. For years the
government Uttderfunded the
•technology of power production
(which di.dn 't have military
potential), and researches starting
now won't help ease the energy
crisis for 10 more years.
Two thirds .of federal R&D
funds recently have been military
and another 22% aerospace. No
wonder othet countries are

Candidates petitions
of

ASUNM President
Vice President
10 Senate Seats

will be· available March. 7-14 in the
student government offices on the ·
second floor of the SUB.

'-'Souvenirs''
Dnn Fogelburg
(Epic{KE33lll7)
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·Photo by Rick Wilson

The above ptece, by Eric Abraham, is now on display at the ASA Gallery.

ASA Exhibit Lacks Fl~sh
fout Of Five- Ate ffiedlocte
By N, FUNK
and M. SMITH
On the whole, the current AS.A
show, Rural F/ash-Si/uer and
Clay, lacked "Flash" (or these
viewers. Of the five artists
represented in the show, four can
be considered mediocre, at best,
The fifth, Eric Abraham,
pleased us. This ceramicist
presented both functional and
sculptural forms, the latter being
his strongest. "His sculpture
showed imagination, both in ideas
and combinations of media, as
e l< e m p I i f i e d b y , ' ' I n
memorium-fiv•H:ent ~ Soda" Pop'.to
and the "All American Camel
Shrine." In all of his sculptures
the hum oro us themes are
supported by the glazed and
painted areas. The brightness and
mattness of the painted acrylic
areas 011 the "All American Bull
Trophy No. 4, Eat Beef, It's Good
For You," and the "All American
Camel Shrine,'' serves as an
attention grabbing device, illviting
the viewer to eJ<amine the rest of
tlle piece. "In Memorium-Fivecent Soda Pop" also serves an·
additional purpose; it frames the

flying soda pop botUe, defining
the spacial boundaries of the
piece. His traditional use of glaze
on .his functional ware was boring
in comparison to his use of
different .medias oll his sculptural
pieces.
Of the other four, Dan Telleen
had a few pieces of merit. His
only jewelry worth noting
centered around the theme
satirizing neon as an art medium,
The small q unntity of work
representing Lane Coulter and
Lynda Watson was inadequate on
which to base a definite opinion
of thcse•attists. 'l'he work by both
was too inconsistent in quality.
Coulter's "Granny Knot" piece
was his strongest, both in concept
and design. The brac!llet, entitled
"Watsonville Bracelet,'' by
Watson, was worth noting. The
pictoral subjects etched on the
surface, both inside and out, made
this an interesting piece. The use
of macrame and inset stones on
her other pieces tend to be too
craftsy.
Bottom of the totem pole, in
our estimation,. was Jim Cotter.
His simplistic repetition of themes

DENIM
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Fogelberg-lmpressive

·--·

By ORLANDO MEDINA
In 1972, a little known album
hit the market calied "Home
Free" by Dan Fogelberg. The
album was on the Columbia label
out of Nashville and contained a
few of Neil Young's old hack up
musicians.
After that album a small cult of
fans sp1·ang up and waited
patientlY fo~ the nllJ<t album.
Now three yem·s later on a new
label (Epic) with a11 impressive
array .of back up and OM heU of a
record prod1lcer-Fogelbm•g is out.
Producing the album and back
up on guitar (especially slide) is
Joe Walsh. Also involved are
Graham Nash, Joe Lala and AI
Perkins (both late of Manassas)
and Don Henley, Randy Meisner,
and Glenn Frey (your favorite
Eagles), . .
. .
As in the last album Fogelberg
stands out as the male counterpart
to Joni Mitchell with a voice range
that is decent enough to stand a
capella.
One cut, "As the Raven Flies,''
has been receiving a lot. of FM

wore out any interest these
viewers might have had. He
concentrates on cowboy themes
and )lis spoofs on thO) jewelry
purchaser, none ·Of which are even
partially successful. They arc too
shallow and timid. Jim Cotter is
portraying llimself in his piece
entitled, "You're too Yella,
Fella." For the most part, we feel
that he is wasting his
craftsmanship on weak and
humorless themes, There are a few
eJ<ceptions; the "Sppon Rhtg with
Cheerios" and the "Hang•nail"
necklace. Collaboration wi~h a
good ;:ug writer might help.
In general, the tone of tbe show
was more "cr~y" than "artsy."
The technical competence of all
five artists was without question.
However, most of the themes
depicted were not. of the same
caliber as the technical ability
used to produce them.
It is nice to finally
3·dimensional work in
Gallery, however, work
quality can be found
home.

see some
the ASA
of higher
closer to

airtime while another cut, "Part·
of the Plan,'' is running on the
AM waves.
"As the RavCI\ Flies,'' is the old
heavy rock build up beat (like the
tail end of"Stairway to Heaven"),
The highlight or the song arriving
with a double lead h11tween
Fogelberg alld Walsh.
"Part of the Plan," is
underlined with Lala on timbales
and congas giving the old Satttana
flavor but gift wrapped in Walsh
style guitar.
011 the first side is an UllUsunl
cut because it doesn't follow the
current trend of finding John
Denver's utopia in t)le Colorado
mountains, The song, "Illinois,"
speaks of Fogelberg's
disenchantment with California
and the trek back to the
Mid'West.
"Better Change," is n focus of
Fogelberg's vocals and definitely a
country western rock good work.
The title song, ''Souvenirs,"
drifts into Fogelberg's other style
of soft ballad reminiscent of his
previoUs "Looking for a Lady."
The rest of the album drifts
between the country sound
(Mississippi river, cajun fiddle, not
Buck Owens crolling) and ballads.
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A Good Place
For Friends to
·Meet & Eatl
Deli City-Where A Hero Is Made Not Born

The UNM Student Publications Board
's Accepting Applications For:

LD

EDITOR
SUMMER LDBD EDITDR

$14.50

THUNDERBIRD
SATURDAY, MARCH 15th 9 - 1'0 PM
SUNDAY, MARCH 16th 9 - 10 PM
A SPECIAL TWO HOUR ROCKUMENTARY
WITH RITCHIE YORK
FIAT

2·DR. :SEDAN

ASLOWAs$2649
P.O.E. PRICE
JOE HEASTON MOTOR co.
1318 FOURTH NW 247·2404
OPfN SUNDAY

Ft•iday; .Mareh 14,

. SPM
Tile Old Booli!itoi•e Coffee llonse
· .· .
52 at tlte Ooot•
·. .

..-

THE RADIO SHOW OF THE YEAR!
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
HI•FI HOUSE
BUDGET TAPES & RECORDS
3011 MONTE VISTA SE 4517 CENTRAL NE
. '

. MAYNARD 1 S MUSIC

OLD TOWN

lobo

--

MENS

SHOP
21 20 Central SE
. 243·6954

ITDR

AP.l:?lications may be picked up at the. student
puolications Business office -- Marron Halll32 - and
must be returned bY. 4:30, Monday, March 31, 1975 -Editors will be hirea for t~rms up to _one year at the
Pub Board Meetmg. Apphcants must be
present to be hired.
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Bill Hagins Wins MVP
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Bill Hagins rarely rested during the 1974-75 basketball season, which
. is one reason why he won the MVP award, hands down.
------~·---

-~--~-------

Socc.er Club Trying
To Establish Tradition
By HOWARD PACE

•

This is all done despite the limited
financial support ($8 a player).
Last semester the soccer club
had seven teams, fifteen players to
a team, which were registered for
league competition. The number
or American players had increas()d
tremendously. Every Sunday, at
least 200 people, mostly students,
came to watch the three
scheduled games from 12-:00 to
5:00 p.m. Out of this materialized
a league championship, a Lobo
soccer Inter-league Invitational,
and a banquet held at the
Ittternational Center for players
and their families.
So soccer at UNM has come a
long way in establishing itself as
one of the more popular spor.ts on
campus. The practice games for
spring competition are Wednesday
and Friday at 4:00 p.m. and
Sunday at 12:00, over at the field
by Johnson Gym.

ay· DEL JONES
It c~me as no surpris9 when 6·7
Bill Hagins won the most valuable
player award, TuesdaY night, at
the annual basketball awards
banquet staged at the Hilton
Hotel.
Hagins, who started every game
for the 1974·75 'Lobos, led th"'
team in scoring ( 387 points, 14.9
average), rebounding (301, 1l..6
average) and minutes played
(868).
Mr. Hustle, Pat King, went,
away from the banquet with two
trophies~one for the free throw
championship, and _one for the
defensive player or the year.
King hit on 91·108 free throw
at tempts for an 84 per cent
showing. He also led the team in
assists with 61 more than his
nearest teammate.
The ever popular, Bob Tappert
was awarded by his own
teammates the Lobo Club award,
which goes to the player instilling
spi~it on the team, Toppert, who
was forced to sit out eight games
because of a broken foot, became
famous for his wolf calls on the
bench as well as leading the
players out onto the floor.
Freshman Norm Cacy won the
Zia Awa.l'd for the top
state-produced player. Caey is a
graduate of Albuquerque's
Manzano High School and scored
an average of 5.1 points a game,
this season.
The banquet went smoothly
with master of ceremonies, Don

Baseballers
Sweep· Pair
The UNM baseball team evened

its record to 3-3 by sweeping a

·doubleheader, Tuesday, from New
Mexico State in Las Cruces.
The Lobosbehinp the pitchin~
of ace Kent Seaman won the first
game 8-4 and they came back to
win the second game 6-0. Pat
Beilsmith pitched the shutout for
UNM.

Language

ALBUQUERQUE
GROWTH CENTER
505-344· 7 523
Groups Couples Individuals
.ior more ioi'io.rmation call:
3020 Rio Grande NW

Albuquerque, NM 87107
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Tbe nationally ranked UNM
tennis team, now 6·2 on the
season, opens a busy week today
when it hosts South.ern Colorado
State College at 2:30 p.m.
Weather permitting the 'matches
wiii be played on the east courts,
otherwise. the fuzzballers will
move to the Albuquerque fudoor
Tennis Club.
The Lobos are coming off the

'l

.

Rain Storm Halts Golfers
Rain has all but halted action in
San Diego .where the UNM golf
team is playing in the Aztec
I'nvitational. After two days only
nine holes of play have been

squeezed in among the umbrellas
and l'ubbers at the Carlton Oaks
Country Club.
Twenty-seven holes is
scheduled fur today hoping they
can make it a 36 hole tourney.
The other half of the UNM golf
team begins play today in Las
Cruces at the New Mexico State
InvitationaL Greg Goldsmith, Jeff
F I! I wiler, Matt Ellison, Harold
Garrison, Hi Roberts, and Prudy
Durand, will be teeing off there.

WORLD
CAMPUS
AFLOAT

-

~·
Man decorated his body
long before he clothed it...

•

/7Jeauck;pceJ-Cf&~
·(across Mena!Jl (rom Coronado Center)
'telephone 881-8939 .
6605 Menaul NE

I

Sail either in September
or February, with the ship
as your classroom and the
world your campus .•. com·
bine accredited study With
fascinating visits to the fa·
bled ports ofthe Caribbean,
Africa, the Mediterranean,
and the Am~ricas. Over 10,·
000 undergraduates from
. 450 colleges have already
sailed with WCA ~ join
them! Financial aid avail·
able. Write today for free
catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

·

Speeial Priees, Prizes and Favors
Jig to D.O. T. from Chieago
4310
[.,

Saturday fot the West Texas State
University team tournament. And
on Sunday they w.ill wind up the
week with a meet against
Northern Colorado at the UNM
courts at 2:30 p.m.
Chris Oates and Ren Kern
continue to hold down the
number one and two spots for
UNM. Oates stands with a 4-3
·mark this season while Kern is 4-4
'I gainst top competition. Mike
H\lffman, the .number three player
for the Lobos, currently stands at
6-2 while Tim Garcia ( 5•3 ), Peter
Arndt (6·1) and Gary Wheeler
(6·2) round out the UNM lineup.
In doubles competition, Oates
and Kern have posted a 2-4 mark
while Huffman and Arndt have
teamed for a 4·2 record. Garcia
and Wheeler finish out the Lobos'
doubles record with a 3-2 mark.
·"I feel very confident about the
way this team is playing," said'
Pu~ci. "I really feel that if these
guys go out and play this week we
could be 11-2 afte~ it's all over,"

-ATTENTION!

I

Athletes and others with athletes foot.

If our examination confirms you have a fungus~
• infection
of the skin of your feet you can:
•

ST· PATRICK'S DAY, Mareh 17,1975
'

Corpus Christi Team 'fournament
where they finished sixth among
some of the top competition in
the nation. "That was a super
tough tournament," said coach
Tom Pucci, "t-ut I feel we played
well against some top
competition.''
The Lobos will follow today's
performance with a trip to
Canyon, Texas Friday and

'

Presents A Speeial On

Pho~byD~~~

Netters Play sese Today

('

Pepiuo The Friendly Lepreehou

~

-~

•

Chris Oates and Ren Kern should help UNM improve its season record to 7-2 today and possibly 11-2 by
the end of the week. '
·
·
. ·

Minutes Played: Hagins-868, King-857, Pokorski-780, D.
Davis-483, Toppert-425, Cacy-412, Williams-300,
Battle-283, Koller-268, S. Davis-241, Patterson-188,
Kruse-124, Hudson-10.
1974-75 Attendance: 210,381 for 15 home games. 14,025
home average. 82,681 for 11 road games. Tot.al: 293,062.

Creative Art Experiences in Dance for Persons
interested in Hurrtan Movement as a Flow of
Authentic Feelings, and as a medium through
which to Shape One's Own Identity!!

·

~jmtpley.

********* *
Turnovers: UNM 510, Opponents 452.

March24to
March28

by Harold Smith

If you go into Johnson gym cane•~ 3130 p.m.) to play uliLtle ball,
you have three choices: l) Go, get an ID tag in exchange for your
UNM eat·d at the equipment room; 2)· Leave, and go huck to the
stacl>s where you belong; or 3) Refuse to gel an ID tag altogether,

To Rcgl•l~u
""?
Send $SO to G<me GI<JVeO'• ")-'::I
Theafer_Arts !Nparlment·UNM ~
29!>5923
'
. , .__,
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FINAL MEN'S BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Won 13, Lost 13 WAC:.4·10
GM FG-A
'peT.
FT-A
PCT. REB. AVG.
26
162·352
.460
63-98
Hagins
.643 301 14.9
Pokorski 26
124-22~
.541
97-133
.729 173 13.3
King
.843
54 10.9
26
96-206
.466
91-108
Top pert
18
71-173
.410
41-47
.872
54 10.2
D. Davis
26
59·147
.401
35·53
.660
46 5.9
Cacy
25
46-96
.479
35·48
.729
61 5.1
Williams
21
35-90
.S89
33-49
.673
31 4.9
Patterson 15
30·65
.462
6-15
.400
30 4.4
Koller
23
13·34
.382
19·27
.704
46 2.0
S. Davis
23
8-27
.296
18·30
.600
32 1.5
Kruse
19
12-31
.387
5·8
.625
.26 1.5
Others
16
35·84
.416
23-26
.885
34 5.8
26
691-1534 .450
UNM
466-642
.726 1041 71.1
OPP
.677 990 70.2
26
738-1583 .466
350-517

FINAL WOMEN'S BASKETBALL STATS
Won 7, Lost 10 Intermountain Conference: 4-7
GM FG·A
PC'f.
FT·A
POT. REB. AVG.
Hattox
11 42·80 .525 - 11·15 .733
67
8.6
.Gonzales
11
38-94 .404
11-15 .73'3
28
7.9
Baca
11
39·102 .382
3·5
.. 600
16 7.4
Cotner
11
30·58 .517
4-5
.800
15
5.8
B. Born
11
14·65 . 217
20·30 .667
82
4.4
Ka~I!S
11 17.·37 .459
3·5 .. ~GOO
. 29 , ;1.-1;
Howell
11
15-44 .341
4-10 .400
· 38
3.1
M, Born
11
12·42 .286
3·4
.750
43
2.5
Dow
10
7·21 .333
1·4
.250
19 1.5
Simoes
11
7·18 .389
1·3
.333
5
1.4
Shelton
11
5·17 .294
2·2
.. 500
25 1.3
Linda Hatlox- led all scorers with 95 points while guards Chris
Baca and Margaret Gonzales had 22 and 24 assists respectively.
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ground for life in general." !le
also mentioned the 14·13 record
of the basketball team (they are
really 13·13, but nobody wins
when "there's a tie), And he called
Rich Pokorski, Rick.
McDonald put all rumors to
rest about what Norm
Ellenberger's going to be ..doing
next year when he. told the
audience he would recommend to
the athletic council and to Ferrel
Heady that Storm in' be given a
new three year contract.

·-------

Movement

is a journey,
not.a destination. "

McGuire, keeping thingu light with
jokes and insults, between awards.
At the beginning of the program
he broke up the audience when he
told them there were three
politicians at the head table:
''Governor Jerry Apodaca, Mayor
Harry Kinney and Lavon
McDonald (athletic director).
Governor Apodaca was the
b'llest speaker, and went through a
whole bit about "committments"
and
and "ambitions" and
how
is. all a

~

Tags

1

1) Advance Medica~ knowledge
1•
4) Get rid bf your infection (maybe)
3) Earn $120.00
.
I
The division of Dermatology of UNM School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with ber~
matophytosis of the feet (athletes foot) to help '
test the effectiveness of a new proven safe. "Antifungal powder.
.
.
1
For a free examindtion to determine if you
qualify report to the UNM Student Health Center between 2-4pm, Thur., Fri., & Sdt.
1
For further information call: Dr. Smith or
Mrs ..Griggs at 265-4411 ext. 2435.
.

'.
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There have b~en a lot of moans and groans over the whole tag
system .5ince if..5 inception at the beginning of the semestm·. One
frequent user of the gym, Donny Alberts, said, "Ws terribl<J, l>ut
they really haVNt't: been checking It too much lately."
Tim Garcia, <Utothcr recrl•nt.or who concentn\tes hiR leisure
activity itt basketball, suid, "I don't think it l'eally works that well.
It's a good idea, but it jusl; doesn't work out..
"Sometimes I'll come before 3:30, and I won't hnve my lD with
me. So bY the time they ask for IDs I'm out of luck, It's mo1·e
trouble th;m it's worth."
.
As an ~·xnmplc of Ute uvcrali confusion nnd bother the system
entails, the following is Ol)e person's experience on a recent
aff.tmtoon •
Every Friday afternoon arouttd 2:30 1 go to play some basketball.
I'm not good, but 1 like to nlay. Besides, nft<!r a full week of the
educationnl process a l!tUe phy$ical exercise lets my mind have sotne
needed 1·cst. I lose myself.
On this particUlar day the first hour went fine, Xeven hit a couple
of baskets. BilL nt 3:30, the magic hour at Johnson, intramural and
equipment room guys start climbing out of the woodworlc. "You got
your lD, buddy? You'vCJ got to have your.tag to play,"
· Mass el{it. Thoughts are muttered out loud. "This is a bunch of
shit," "l tried to get a lag before 3:30 and they wouldn't let me."'
A line forms in front of the equipment room. Slowly,. but
steadily, the sweaty "roundballers proceed to get their blacl<,
diapcr·pin tpgs with the white numerals. I would not have been
surprised if mine had been "666."
We returned to the court where we had had a t'our·on-Cour
contest. 'I1tree women were gleefully shooting two-hand set shots.
That's okay, right? We just sat out: and waited for another court to
open. We did have our tags though.
,
That account was one rccreator's opinion, but the equipment
room fellows are not too pleased with the system either, One said,
"The tags arc too much worll. If we ask someone for a tag, and they
refuse, what arc we supposed to do? It's just not worth the hassle."
The coordinator of recreation and intramurnls, Bill DeGroot, has
some reservations toward the progrilm too, To a degree the system
was DeGroot's "baby" when he st.~rled toying with the idea last
semester. Yesterday he said, ''It's undergoing an anal)rsis. We're
getting students, who we think represent the clientele that use the
gym, for. a committee."
The committee is the result o( a "problem" the enforcers have
faced the last couple of weeks. "We've had some problems,"
DeGroot said. "Some people refuse to get a tag, We don't lmow if
we have the authority."
What DeGroot was concerned about was Whether the Johnson
gym staff has the right to require IDs, or make students carry the
pla.~tic card for identification,
'
"It's helped pMple become aware of non-UNM students," he said.
"Wc have had a decrease in thefts, and we've kept a few und(•sirablcs
out.u
Students who use the Johnson gym facilities, however,. are not
looking for bureaucracy during their leisure time,
The committee meeting of Johnson gym rccreators has not been
definitely • scheduled, but the LOBO sports staff urges those
interested to attend and express their viewpoints. Either that or just
refuse the tag.
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1 Jack Cassidy's instrument
5 Mystic warning
9 Food and Drug Admin.
(abbrev.)
12 One of Tolkien's jewelry
13 Gilted tin box
14 Russell Mean's group
(abbrev.)
15 Delete
16 Beatie movie
17 Foot digit
18 Norwegian reinder people
19 Mink's cousin
21Dukeof-22 City in Biblical Sumer
24 .Kerosine or oil light
27 Thus
28 Titles
32 Christian love feast
34 Archie's wife
35 Autry and Kelly
36 Alphabet letter (phonetic)
38 Citizens of (suffix)
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CLASSIFIED
AD.V ER:TI SIN G.
Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word Pel' day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days with no
re!und.
Terms: Payment must he made In full
prior to Insertion of' advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, rrn. 132'

or bll mail

Clnsslfled Advertising
UNM P,O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

...

1) PERSONALS
GAY lind need to tnlk wltlf goy people?
Call Juniper, Sun 2:30 PM·ll PM; Mon.
l Sut. 7:30 PM·ll PM. Mesa. Vista 2027.
.
.
.
3/12
PltEGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care nt Birthright.
247-9819,
tfn
.... m~UE GRASS I With Monroe DoctriM.
Murch 14, 8 pm. $2.00 at door, in old
-.!!.?2kstorc cofTcehouae, NM Union. 3/14
SUICIDE JS n permnnent solution to
. te!mporary
problems. · Will
listen.
AGORA. 277·3013.
3/14
DON'T MISS FRIDAY night at Ned's.
Discotecquc, 5-9 PM. Live music 9 PM
to 2 AM. 4200 Centra) SE.
4/2
TIRED OF WINTER? Bench Blanket
Dust at NED'S, Wednesday, March 12,
8 PM to Midnight. 4200 Central SE.
3/12
SA'l'URDAY NIGHT MOVIE 8 )J,m.
"The Ultimate Mystery" (Life). Astronaut Edgar Mitchell. Open Min<l Bookstore, 3010 Central SE, $1. AlsD Sun. 8
p.m.
3/14
NEW ASTROLOGY CLASS. starting Friday 14th, 7 p.m., Open Mind Bookstore,
3010 Central ·SE, $36, eight weeks, .3/14
DYNAMITE SLIM nt KELLY'S OTHERSIDE this week.
3/14

2)

TYPING. Free pick-llii nntl deliver)' in
UNM nrc11. 206-0112,
3/14
TYPING, editing, revision, rcscnrch. Information: 281·301. lC no an11wer: 206·
1959.
3/21
CLASSICAL GUI'rAR INSTRUCTJO.N.
From UNM fHiitnr mujor. Student .or
Hector Garcia, 265-2595,
3/13
EXPERIENCED 'rYP.IST. Manuscript!!,
papers, thesis, etc. 60c per pnge, 3453288~
3/13
AUTO MEDIC (CEilTIFIED)-inexpcnsive quality domestic repnlrs-gaa mileage improvement-Milt 242-9124. • 3/14 ·
I~ACTORY
TRAINED
MERCEDES,
BMW, SAAB mechanic will teach nuto
reJJnir to small clnsses. Cull 262-1033
after 6 jj,m,
3/18

4)

FOR RENT

GARDENS-homc.g•·owns, bl!tter, cheaper
-irrigated by owner. 277-5813, 873-1131.
•
3/31
DELUXE FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
208-209 Columbia SE. Pool, security, ret'rigernted nir, $165 bills pnltl, 266-4070,
255-2686.
.
3/31
ADOBE 2~DDR, garage, flreplncf;!,
4
blocks to UNM, $166, 843-61!71.
3/13
LARGE UNFURNISHED three bedroom'
house, !lrnpes, refrig, air-conditioning,
Deposit reqliirc!l $180, 1212 Lomns Dlv!l

3n2

N~

ONE UNFURNISHED BEDROOM APT.
Refri~r., range, $12(). Deposit required,
1216 Lomns Blvd. NW. .
3/12
GOING li01'4E • • • Rent a Ryder Truck
nn!l move yourself •• , CHEAP, 7651111. 10% oft on oncway moves with
· with this rul nnd student lD.
3/12
TWO ROOM APARTMli}NT for tlUiet re•
fined University boy. $55 mo. All Util·
ities. paid, 11 blocks from University.
243-0209.
3/12

5)

.

Down
1 French dramatist Jaques
2 Verdi heroine
3 small clip
ment from the professionals nt the Trnil
Haus-Snlcs, rcntuls, service, and clinics,
Since 1967, New McJtico's lending ski
touring center-Trnil Hnus, 1031 Snn
Mateo SE. 250-9190.
3/13
FOR SALE: Ariel VJolin Buss, $90. Silvertone 100-wntt buss ump w/spkr cabinet,
$130. lloth in nlmost new condition.
242-4624.
trn
~GD ELECTRONIC IGNITION. Tiger- SST
$36.{.15. 268·5490. Electronic Ignition
Snlcs.
4/4
11168 CHrtYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM,
black vinyl over gold,· AT, AC, AM
rndio, PS, PD, other power equlpme'nt,
268·1702 evenings. ·
3/14
BEAUTIFUL ST. 'ETIENNE 10-specd.
hardly used, $100. Sec Viki, 216 Yale
SE.
3/14
AFRicAN BEADS, large assortment. 268·
0527.
3/19
1965 OLDS, P/S, P/D, new transmission,
rndio. Good trnnsportntion, $425 or best
offer. 277·5992.
3/18
MICROSCOPE FOR SALE. Very rcnson·
nblc, 298·3875.
3/18
1971 VW BUS AM/FM-8 track,
gine, 265-5789. Days $1595.

CO~IES

1971 PONTIAC exclnt cond.ltion, 265·5789,
dnys, $1460.
3/18

6)

.EMPLOYMENT

ADDRESS ENVELOPES at home. $800
per month, possible. See nd under Misccllnneous. Triple S,
· 3/17

7)

MISCELLANEOUS ·

ADDRESS ENVELOPES at home. $800
per month possible. OfTer-!letails send
GOc (refundnble) to: Triple. S, 699-E9
Hwy. 138, PiniO'tl Hills, CA 92372. 3/1.7

8)'

TRAVEL

¥0U DELONG

in San Francisco for
spring- brenk. Round·t'dp group rate:
$133.73 (lO or more). Call Thunder~ •
bircl Travel. 265-6961.
3/7

...............
~;d

TWO BY

Fran~ols Truffaut

STOLEN KISSES

American
Ballroom
Dance Classes

.. ~ ·
yr
~~ ;.,\~,,....,d
fllltflc8 wiiiUL

Discount for UNM students
Classes begin March 31st
425-C Eubank NE-294-8831

BICYCLES FOR SALE. Largest selection
nt lowest 11riccs on Gitane, Liberia,

LOST & FOUND

4 Beatie album {military
abbrev.)
5 Those joining
6 One of th~ Three Stooges
7 Cockney greeting
8 ~oman sea god
9 Destiny
10 Fashion designer
11 Singer Ed - 20 Customs
22 Neil Young song The - 24 Fall behind
25 Mature
26 Homo Sapien
29 Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
30 French summer
31 Sandia High School
41 Plant trunk
42 Tara, Tora, - 43 I smell-- {two words)
44 A type of fern (pl.)
46 Biblical name
47Tick-48 Biblic~ name

5¢
Open

Saturdays

FOR SALE

Papa Productions Presents:
Live in Concert

LOST: GERMAN SHEPHERD MIX. Female. Blnck with small white patch on
sl)ouldc!r. Reward. 277-6267, 842-0265.
3/17

3)

Zeus, nnd twenty other or the world's
finest makes. Uacd bikes from $30. New•
blltC'I from $00. WORLD CHAMPION
BICYCLES, 2122 Coni Plncc SE, 843• trn
9378.
OJ~D MIRAGES, 1949·1970 $1.00 ench.
Room 132, Mnrron Hall.
OLD LODOS 'on snJe for 10c each, Rm.
132, Mnrron Hall.
.
VOLVO & VOLKSWAGEN WORK. Rca·
sonnblc prices, Foreign Auto Service,
6121 Gibson SE, 265-6124.
tl'n
OHARI;IE ROMERO. Unique goltl and
. diamond wedding rings, 293-6901.
5/2
OLIN MK til SKIS with Salomon bln!l·
lngs,• Excellent condition. 1% years old.
$125. Hanson boots, 2 years ol!l, excel·
lent also. $60, 842-9377,
3/20
1971 HONDA CD 450 excellent condition,
9000 mjlcs. Call 268-7232. '
3/12
TWO SUNN MAGNA 2000 PA: Boxes,
$900. Inquire 296·07101 Kelly.
· 4/2
WAT.ERDEDS comJJ]etc. systems starting
at $69,95, Water Trips, 3407 Central,
Across from Arbjes. 268-8465.
tfn
ANTIQUES: New shipment just arrived:
quilts, clothes, art !lcco, photographs,
stninc(l. s:tlnss, wiekcr, onk furniture, ncccsaorlcs •. SILVER SUNBEAM, 3409
Centrnl NE, 256-7103.
3/13
TAPE DECK TEAC A-4010-S auto-mntic
reverse. Contact J. H. Le Doux, 823%
Foothill Rd SW, $345,
3/17
NmKORMAT FTN 1 year excellent 135
f2.8 Nikkor telephoto, 898-6276.
3/17
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equip-

39 Initials of Kennedy
Attorney General
40 Late sixties campus event
41 Blood clot
4 5 Greek letter
49 High.hill
50 In t h e - (song)
51 Smell
52 Equal Rights Aniendme.nt
· (abbrev.)
53 From the mouth
54 French town
55 Floor covering for
wrestlers
56 Area
57 Oriental rice wine

SERVICES
~~----------~-----

WATERBEDS-comp)ete systems .stnrUng
at • $69.95. Water Trips, 3407 Central
across from Arbics. 268-8456.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Ren.sonnble rates with guaranteed accuracy. 298·7147.
2/7
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION 11hotos.
Lowest prices in town I Fast, plenslng.
Near UNM •. Call 265·2444 or come to
1717 Girard Blvd NE.
• ttn
PHOTOGRAPHY enthusiasts, students!
Custom
blnck-and·white
processing,
printing. Fine-grnin ot' push-processing
ot film. Contact sheets or custom proofs.
High quality enlnrgcmenta, mounting.
etc. Advice, iC asked. Call 265•2444 or
· come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE
3/12

Laba Want Ads
Da Th• Trick
Natural

Dannon Yogurt
.Now at

Sunmade Health Foods
6605 Lomas NE

and

ELCHICAN.O

dl~.t~

ean 'lfou {jet!

with Special .Guest Stars.

·~I

m.ws

~:;~.~~·

SUGARLOAF
Saturday March 15, 1975-7:30prn

........MA-NNT-HEA-me._..~SHOWI~NG
•••···

... I

--==---~ llilillilililiii!IM!~

~·NOW
fox WINROCK

.....

opp. fairgrounds

~,1,-

.
'
S
.,
.
,· ~ ~

I WALKED WITH A ZOMBIE·
._A nurse on a superstition-ridden
isl<tnd finds that the ment~l patient
she has been tending is one of
kin;·dead.
' "

I

~"

. · Tickets At: The General Store~ .. Riedlings-~2lst Century .
Sound-VIllage Sounds--Santa Fe Sweeney Gym--Music Villa &
Candy Man In Santa ~e

